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The Puppeteer

The Puppeteer | Shelle Rivers 

your Domina's puppet, helpless, limp and controlled BY MY silky strands of strings... 

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $35.00

Ask a question about this product 

Description 

The Puppeteer (38 minutes):

My puppy, just how powerful are My words on your soft, malleable, and open mind?  Do you
believe that despite all My conditioning and brainwashing you are still the one in control of your
decisions and actions in your day to day life?

Well, My pet, after completely CONFUSING your mind with My most amazing INDUCTION (one
of MY best ever), I'm going to dispel this illusion for you because My words and My seductive
voice have a far greater impact on your thoughts and behavior than your conscious mind would
have you believe.  This is because I have programmed you to think this way, to consciously
perceive My control and domination as manifestations of erotic and emotional STIMULATION.
(Giggles)

However, My control and authority extends much deeper than that, it's a fundamental and
indelible part of you, and like an expert Puppeteer, I can compel you to do what I wish and
whenever I wish it!  I have been progressively and systematically reprogramming the core of
who you are for some time now, openly and covertly in My brainwashing and conditioning
sessions.  This mental 'training' has been so effective it has given Me unfettered access to your
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subconscious mind and unconscious actions turning you into My enslaved puppet.  I love this
power exchange and it really turns Me on to see your resistance crumble as you realize, with
your last conscious thought, just how powerless you are to My will and My commands.  But
what makes your Domina delirious with pleasure is to see the full scope of My programming in
action, your uninhibited dedication and devotion to Me, pleasuring yourself in the pursuit of
pleasing Me, and always doing so at My discretion after begging for My permission. (Awwww)

My HARD and HORNY puppy, let Me show the immeasurable pleasure of true submission to
your Domina Shelle and allow Me to demonstrate that My words really are your puppet strings. 
My voice is permanently in your head now dictating your thoughts and influencing your
decisions.  After this session My absolute authority over you will be enshrined in your psyche,
ensuring I am rightly at the center of all your submissive and subservient thoughts.  CUM and
enjoy living in a world dominated by My omnipresence where you will relentlessly crave to
please Me...

Session includes Mind Control, Induction Confusional, TEASE and denial, Post hypnotic
SUGGESTION.

Reviews

Wednesday, 21 September 2022 

Fuck me that was hot. i love being under Domina's complete control. Its just amazing to be under that much control. Domina says lift my
arm and up it goes. i think i can even feel the tug of the strings or did i. i loved this file. i loved how i felt in the end. i guess i am Domina's
little puppet. i will be Her puppet forever. ?????

Slippery 

Wednesday, 21 September 2022 

Absolutely under complete control and only ever able to move or do ANYTHING because Domina makes me do it… Mmmmm… Ohhhhh
SO very sexy!!!!
i am under Domina Shelles complete and absolute control! i just LOVE this masterpiece!

Bubbles 

Saturday, 30 January 2021 

Finally purchased Puppeteer. Thank You for putting it on special. In order to help ensure my compliance, i have set a monthly reminder
on my phone. First the date. No biggie. Then repeat - monthly. Then the last setting - FOREVER! Wow! The thought almost made me
disobey. i know i have two to go, but please allow me to begin early. "Would it please Domina if..."

Fred Starkey 

Thursday, 14 June 2018 

Mmm, i like how Domina Shelle pulls and tugs my strings. So hot. This puppet was feeling so hard and horny after this and eager to
please its Puppeteer. Listening this file is going to make you to beg.

Toni Mäkelä 

Sunday, 10 June 2018 

I know I always say the same thing. That I love this file, but the thing is, I always do. It's like Domina knows just what I need to bring me
closer to Her and deeper under Her control. This beautiful file overwhelms me with need for my Owner, my Domina, my everything
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rickey ratcliff 

Wednesday, 30 May 2018 

This has affected me more than anything else I have listened to, by anyone. It took me very deep under, and Domina's authoritative style
and matter-of-fact way of laying out the incontrovertible, if not always noticed, facts of my submission to her will oly pushed me deeper.
Combined with this, the sound quality is superb. I don't know if Domina got a new mic or processed her voice in some way, but it feels
stronger, more refined, and more powerful.
This is not a file for Shelle beginners, but for those interested in enslavement, don't miss this.

Jan Lend 

Monday, 28 May 2018 

Being on the strings of my beloved Domina is so arousing. i got completely helpless unable to control myself as She was pulling the
strings on me, Her puppet. i love to be Her puppet and i cannot wait to listen again and again!

sissy slave andrea 

Monday, 28 May 2018 

The induction is very unique and first time I think I went into trance so fast! I am usually hard to be hypnotised and I think I felt the trance
much stronger this time round, you guys NEED to TRY this now, be Her PUPPET on Strings! I love being Her Puppet!

weak ling 

Monday, 28 May 2018 

Induction is awesome! This is a sneaky sexy sweet trance. Mistress Shelle is excellent and I will comply completely 

puppy frye 

Sunday, 27 May 2018 

She pulls my strings – I always thought this is a metaphor for all the triggers and posthypnotic suggestions Domina has implanted into
my head over the last 4 years. In “Puppeteer” i learned that i can actually feel the strings. Some basic trance and hypnosis trainings
involve to imagine the arms attached to strings and the strings attached to hot air balloons. The arms begin to float. This is similar and
different at the same time in Puppeteer: Domina's strings feel different, they are not there by my imagination, they were there before and
Domina just allows me to be aware of them during the file. I feel the tug of Her will much stronger than any balloon. And i realize that i
actually need her to move at all. Bound, attached and dependent. It is so easy to move under Her Control. It is so difficult to move
against Her will. 

nadette  

Saturday, 26 May 2018 

This file is my beloved Domina at her most effortlessly Dominant. An irresistible induction followed by relentless brainwashing and
conditioning. I felt completely powerless and owned, and unbelievably aroused. My cock only gets hard for Domina and this file made it
very hard indeed! I look forward to listening to this file regularly – it will be part of my regular rotation, of that I am sure. This is one of
Domina’s best.  

Geoffrey North 

Saturday, 26 May 2018 

Oh how i adore Domina Shelle and Her unique style of brainwashing and erotic hypnosis. This session is the type you fantasize about or
read on mcstories. It is utterly enthralling and the confusion induction quickly subverts any chance to resist Her incredible seductive
voice. Once in trance Domina quickly demonstrates that Her statements in the session description are not idle statements. The resulting
experience is extremely erotic and the sense of powerlessness only adds to the heightened feeling of submission to this powerful
dominant woman. For Her existing slaves this is the Domina we all know and love: assertive, authoritative yet sexy and playful. For
submissives exploring this genre be prepared to experience the mind blowing pleasure of being enslaved to Domina Shelle - an
addictive loss of control combined with the obsessive feeling of emotionally bound to Her. This is erotic hypnosis, D/s style, at its best
and you will literally be begging for more!

Steven Haslam 

Saturday, 26 May 2018 
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This is the one you've been waiting for. This is the session that will take you to the next level of surrender and submission and pleasure.
This is the session that will bind you more tightly to Domina than you have ever been.
Soon you will be listening and begging. And the sooner that happens the more pleased Domina will be. Let Domina show you the way.

Kent Schnaith 
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